AIU ONE-Search User Guide
１．Discover
▼Top page

http://aiu-summon-serialssolutions-com/

Enter search term(s) into the search box
Summon is a web-scale discovery service and uncovers
content across your library’s collections; from your library’s
catalog to your full text databases; from online video and
audio, to your abstracting and indexing contentAs you type within the search box, the Summon autocomplete
algorithm offers searches that might be similar to the one
you're typing- This feature reduces the number of keystrokes
needed by predicting search queries in real-time, as well as
expanding a search query by suggesting search terms that will
help increase the precision of your search-

▼Summon Advanced Search page

Suggestions are
provided

Many metadata fields in the Summon Indec can be ecplicitly
searched via the Summon Advanced Search page.
・ISBN
・Author
・Publisher
・ISSN
・Title
・Full Text
・Edition
・Subjects
・Publication Title
・Genre
・Abstract
・Geographic Locations
・CODEN
・Volume
・PatentNumber
・Issue
・DEWEY
・Table of Contents
・OCLC
・DOI
・Time Period
・Call Number

Summon discovers contents from one search boc!

OPAC

Britannica
Summon retrieves reference content
from Encyclopedia Britannica if the
library has a subscription-

Related Topics
Summon shows relevant topics that
may be of interest to the user-

e-Journal

e-Book

２．Find the article from the search results
Ａ Narrow a Search Results -Facets-

▼Search Result page
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Facets are filters that can be applied to narrow the result sets,
allowing quick identification of the items most likely to benefit
the patron's research goals-

Ｊ

To filter your search results in multiple
ways when you click on the “Edit Facets”
button at the top of the facets pane:
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B Sorting Search Results

C Content Spotlighting

Listed Facet Count is
useful in managing
records-

Clicking on the “Preview” link at the bottom of a record
will generate display of the preview information below
the record-

H Altmetrics

The Content Spotlighting feature highlights particular
content types例）
Journal

H

You can also adjust
the Published From
/To fields by clicking
on one of the fields so
that a calendar
displays-

G Preview Item

Clicking at the top of the results set provides options to
sort by Relevance, Date (newest to oldest) and Date
(oldest to newest)-

Book

Click and drag either
end of the date line
to adjust Published
From/To dates-

I

D

Newspaper Article

Dissertation/
Thesis

Book Review

“online” icon as your
library has access to a
resource

Altmetric badges ( ) display information about an
article's scholarly impact- “See more details” link which
details such as the actual tweets, blog posts and news
stories-

I Select Format and Display Citation
eJournal

Patent

D Document title

Government
Document

Conference
Proceeding

Title of journal, books, article or others-

E Reference Information
Volume, issue, page, author, ISSN/ISBN or others-

F Bibliographic Record Fields
When full text is available in your library's collection, a
patron sees the “Full Text Online”- A direct link into the
library's OPAC with bibliographic numbers displays to
items that exist in full text at your library-

Select a citation format and print it
Select a citation format and email it
Save item to the folder

J Saving Items
Saved items folder (
) will be available for the
duration of your search session- You can view, copy/paste,
email, print or export your list to bibliographic
management software-

